Retail PoS Display
Kit Instructions
SKU# 0003

Introduction
The purpose of the Retail PoS Display Kit is to provide a
convenient way of displaying the lights powered up.
Please note:
Ÿ The kit contains everything required to power 4 lights
Ÿ The lights can be powered up within the packaging
Ÿ Powered lights have a higher sell-thru rate (approx 4x)
Ÿ They make a very attractive window display
Ÿ The lights can be sold as unopened product afterwards
Ÿ If you are planning a big display, just ask for help

Setup
1) Select the 4 lights to display (choose the best sellers). Ask for
advice if you’re not sure which are the best sellers.
2) Lift the rear ﬂap and push the slide switch full to the right.
3) Plug in the mains power supply, connect to the 4 port USB hub.
Turn on the switch so the blue hub light is on.
4) Connect the 4 cables to the hub ports (one is on the side-end)
and also to the lights - they will illuminate

Using ‘Exhibition Mode’
This is a hidden, but very useful feature of the lights that allows you
to set up a ﬁxed, default colour for coordinated colour display,
which is great for setting up displays and exhibits.
1) Plan what colours you want to set the lights to for a nice looking
display ahead of time
1) Using 2 ﬁngers, press the left and right button on the base of
each light for 2 seconds (the light will ﬂash white).
2) Using the remote control, aim at the light and select the colour
(the light will ﬂash white again)
3) The ‘Exhibition’ colour is now set. Any use of the remote to
change the colours (e.g. by a customer) the lights will change
back to the set colour after 30 seconds
4) To cancel the Exhibition mode, simply press the left and right
buttons for 2 seconds then wait. The light will revert to the
Rainbow (normal) mode after about 5 seconds.

Any questions, please contact info@lumenico.com

